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coLLoFoRx4 HYDROTHERMALNrtlScovITE ("CHACALTAITE")
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ABSTRACT

The occurrence of muscovite in hydrothermal veins at Chacaltaya,
near La Paz. Bolivia. in the unusual forrn of fibrous colloform crusts has
been noted by Thugutt (1936, 1964)and by Ahlfeld and Reyes (1938)' A
specimen from the Ahlfeld collection is describedhere. It consistsof pale
yellowish gray crusts up to several cm thick composed of concentric
Iayers (Fig. 1). The surface of the crusts is botryoidal with a smooth,
almost polished appearance and a waxy luster. The individual layers
are easily separableand range up to about 1 mm in thickness. They are
composed of fibers or laths, visible under low magnification, that are
arranged with their direction of elongation, [100], perpendicular to the
surface of the layers. On cross-fracturesthe layers have a silky luster and
are translucent. Optically the mineral has B:fi:1.584+ '001, 7--a:
1.590+.001 and 2V (-)-45o. The measuredspecificgravity is 2'84'
X-ray patterns taken in Cu radiation by both film and chart techniques, employing sample rnounts so prepared as to minimize preferred
orientation, gave excellent muscovite patterns of the 2M1 type' Intetplanar spacingsdetermined with the aid of Si as internal standard gave
a(ooS): t.ssl S A + .ooto and d(006):1.6634 A + .ooS [lower precision
becauseof poor line quality].
1 Mineralogical Contribution No. 471.
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Irrc. 1. Colloform crust of muscovite showing fibrous structure on cross fractures.
Approximately natural size.

The chemical analysis (Table 1) was calcurated to the half-cell total of
22 positive valences, with Si and sufficient Ar assigned to bring the
tetrahedral layer to a total of 4 atoms. The resurting formula conforms
very closely to the requirements of muscovite, with the usual small defi-

the interlayer vacancies.
A less precise but comparable anall'sis of an identical rnica from
chacaltaya has been reported by Thugutt (1936).The name chacaltaite
was given by Kolaczkowska (1936) to this material on the basis of sup_
posed differencesin the X-ray powder pattern from that of muscovite.
These difierences are owing to preferred orientation, and the name
chacaltaiteshould be discarded.
The present specimenshows the colloform muscovite coating a cavity
in vein material containing siderite, q'artz, pvrite and arsenopyrite. The
chacaltaya veins also carry wolframite, cassiterite,fluorite urrd tou.*u-
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Tanr,n 1. ANer,vsrsot: MuscovrrE,
Atoms per half cell
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analysisby Jun Ito alsogaveTi, Be, Sn,
Analyst:EileenH. Oslund.Spectrographic
percent.
range
0.00X-0.000X
Ag
in
the
Sr,Cu, Ga,
line. This hypothermal to upper mesothermal assemblagein other vein
and greisen deposits often carries coarsely crystallized muscovite or
Iithian micas as gangueminerals. At Chacaltaya the muscovite is the last
formed mineral, presumably from a gel at a relatively low temperatue'
The temperature dependency of the mutual solubility in the muscoviteparagonite join is known experimentalll' down to 200oC and 30,000 psi,
at which point approximately 0.2 weight percent Na2O enters muscovite
(Eugster and Yoder, 1955). This is less than the amount found here' but
the method is not applicable becauseparagonite is not present as a coexisting phase. The present mica contrasts with the fine-grained micas
found in soils, sediments,low grade schists and as alteration products in
low temperature hydrothermal environments' These micas typically
show a large deficit of interlayer alkali ions and a high water content,
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with 1-layer structures more common. The fibrous giimbelite described
by Aruja (1944) as occurring in veinlets in slate is of the 2M1type, however, and the stability of this polytype, recently discussedby Velde
(1965), evidently extendsto relatively low temperatures.
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A CONVENIENT NONOXIDIZING HEATING METHOD
FOR METAMICT MINERALSI
JouN W. Anaus AND WTLLTAMN. SrrARI, U. S.Geological
Suraey, Denler, Colorado 80225.
Alsrnecr
Heating metamict mineralsin a nonoxidizingatmospherefor X-ray study is facilitated
by a techniqueusingcharcoalrather than the customarytube furnace.
Metamict minerals generally can be identified by X-ray diffraction
after they are heated under certain time and temperature conditions
necessary to produce crystallinity. Diagnostic patterns are commonly
obtained by heating the sample for t hour at 1000oc in air, in which case
the crystalline phases developed may include those promoted by an
oxidizing atmosphere. This is the ,,standard', heating procedure suggested by Lima-de-Faria (1956). In some instances, however, it is desirable to heat the sample in a nonoxidizing atmosphere, and for this
purpose investigators have generally used a tube furnace through which a
stream of nitrogen or helium is passed (Bannister and Horne, 1950;
Lima-de-Faria, 1964).
Inasmuch as setting up and operating the tube furnace may be quite
inconvenient and time-consuming, we have tried a practical alternative
1 Publicationauthorizedby the Director,
U. S. GeologicalSurvey.

